
 

 

 

 

 

Press Release 

Greaves Cotton Limited Continues Its Fight Against Spurious Spare Parts, 
confiscates 5372 counterfeit auto parts from Raipur through raids 

~Protects consumer interest by promoting Greaves Genuine spares 

Raipur, 24th January, 2019: In its endeavour to provide only genuine products to the customers, Greaves 
Cotton Limited, one of India's leading engineering firms, has intensified its nationwide initiative of cracking 
down on the businesses of spurious auto parts by successfully carrying out actions through enforcement 
agencies in Raipur, Chhattisgarh recently.  

The company after being aware of such spurious auto parts business filed a complaint before the Law 
Enforcement Agencies who in turn seized spurious auto spare parts from M/s Rasik Auto Scooter and 
Mill store, M/s Pawan Automobiles, M/s Vohra Auto Parts and M/s Nagarao Auto in Raipur. This 
exercise, aiming to curb the menace of spurious spare parts is demonstrative of Greaves Cotton’s 
commitment to its millions of customers in the last mile transportation segment. Spurious parts not only 
damage the vehicle but can also create a substantial impact physically and financially on the lives of the 
end consumer.  

The enforcement team have arrested the owners of M/s Rasik Auto Scooter and Mill Store), M/s Pawan 
Automobiles), M/s Vohra Auto Parts) and M/s Nagarao Auto) and seized 1477, 2027, 176 and 1692 
pieces of spurious spare parts respectively (in total 5372 counterfeit auto parts) from Raipur recently. 

Commenting on this exercise, Mr. Neeraj Sharan, President- Aftermarket Business , Greaves Cotton said, 
“The manufacture and sale of spurious spares is a matter of concern for the Industry. We are committed 
towards protecting our customers from using these spurious parts & recommend usage of only genuine 
spares from Greaves”.  

Greaves Cotton is a law abiding company and since its inception has continually strived to provide high 
quality products to its customers.  

 
About Greaves Cotton Ltd: 
 

Greaves Cotton Limited is a diversified engineering company and a leading manufacturer of 
Cleantech Powertrain Solutions (CNG, Petrol and Diesel Engines), Generator sets, Farm 
equipment, E-Mobility, Aftermarket spares and services. Greaves Cotton is a multi-product and 
multi-location company with rich legacy and brand trust of over 160 years and has established 



itself as a key player impacting billion lives every day. The company has seven manufacturing 
units and continues to support progress of the nation under Make-In-India program. The company 
today manufactures world class products and solutions under various business units - Greaves 
Engines, Greaves Power, Greaves Agri, Greaves Aftermarket, Greaves Care, Greaves Global 
and is backed by comprehensive support from widespread 5000+ retail outlets across the country. 
In the mobility segment, the company manufactures 4 lakh plus engines annually, almost 1 engine 
per minute and provides the most affordable mobility solutions to the majority of population in 
India, moving more than 1 crore passengers and 5 lakh tonnes of cargo every day. In all, the 
company has crossed 5 million engines, 3 million pumpsets and 1 million gensets. Greaves 
Cotton recently acquired Ampere Electric Vehicles to strengthen its position in the last mile 
affordable 2W personal Mobility in last mile segment.  

More information about Greaves Cotton -   www.greavescotton.com 
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